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Purpose: To determine whether CFTR intragenic changes modulate the cystic fibrosis (CF) phenotype in individuals

who are positive for the I148T allele. Methods: The CFTR genes from individuals who carried at least one copy of

the I148T allele were analyzed for additional changes that may be acting as genetic modifiers. Results: Seven of

eight individuals with a known or suspected diagnosis of CF who carried I148T in combination with a severe CF

mutation also carried 3199del6. Eight apparently healthy adult individuals who were compound heterozygous for

I148T and a severe CF mutation or homozygous for I148T did not carry the deletion (P � 0.0014). The I148T allele

occurs on at least three haplotypes: an IVS-8 9T background, a 7T background, or a 9T � 3199del6 background.

The 3199del6 allele was not identified in 386 non-CF chromosomes. Conclusions: It is concluded that I148T

occurs on at least three haplotypes and the complex allele I148T � 9T � 3199del6 is associated with a classic

CF phenotype. Genet Med 2002:4(5):319–323.
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Over the last decade, mutation analysis of the CFTR gene in
patients with cystic fibrosis (CF) and related syndromes has iden-
tified more than 1000 mutations.1 Some mutations may be clas-
sified as severe or mild/variable based on their effect on protein
function and/or the resulting clinical phenotype. A severe muta-
tion may result in no protein production or a protein with im-
paired functional activity. Individuals carrying two severe muta-
tions often manifest the clinical signs of classic CF: progressive
lung disease due to chronic infection, pancreatic exocrine insuffi-
ciency, infertility in males, and elevated sweat chloride.2 Mild/
variablemutationsproduceproteinswith some residual function.
When thesemild/variablemutationsoccur in combinationwith a
severe mutation, or second mild/variable mutation, the CF phe-
notype may range from typical CF to single-organ diseases, such
as congenital bilateral absence of the vas deferens (CBAVD) in
males and idiopathic chronic pancreatitis.3–6

Genetic modifiers within the CFTR gene are also known to
affect the expression of the disease phenotype by modulating
the effect of a mutation.Most notable is the effect of the length
of the intron 8 polythymidine tract (5, 7, or 9 thymidines) on

exon 9 splicing and the phenotypic expression of the R117H
mutation.7,8 Individuals with a severe CFmutation andR117H
in cis with 5 thymidines (5T) may have moderate (pancreatic
sufficient) CF, whereas those with R117H and 7 thymidines
(7T) in cis may be asymptomatic and have CBAVD or later-
onset lung disease such as bronchiectasis.8,9

Only a small number of allCFTRmutations result in a predict-
ablediseasephenotype.The classification is usually basedoncare-
ful clinical description of patients with defined genotypes. The
I148T allele has been identified in CF patients from several coun-
tries and has been characterized as a “severe” CF mutation be-
cause someof thesepatients hadpancreatic insufficientCF.10–13 It
accounts for 0.7% of CF chromosomes in Italian patients,12 0.2%
in Canadian patients,14 1.1% in US patients from the state of
Maine,15 0.08% in French patients,16 and 9.1% in French-Cana-
dian patients.17 In addition, the substitution changes a conserved
amino acid and occurs in the first cytoplasmic loop of the first
membrane spanning domain (MSD1).18,19 Based on such data,
I148Twas included in theACMG/ACOGrecommendedCFmu-
tation screening panel.20,21

Functional analysis of the I148T allele in transfected cell
lines indicates that the protein product from this allele is fully
glycosylated and biosynthetically mature. Anion conduction,
as measured by iodide efflux, is normal in cells containing the
I148T allele, and the cells have gating properties identical with
those of wild-type cells.19 While this analysis does not rule out
the possibility that the I148T allele affects other functions, such
as its ability to function as a sodium channel, several major
CFTR functions are retained.
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We now have evidence that the I148T allele is associated
with variable phenotypes. First, we had previously identified
apparently healthy individuals who were compound heterozy-
gotes for �F508 and I148T.22 Second, we observed that the
frequency of I148T is significantly higher in CF carriers than
CF patients.22,23 To determine whether additional changes
within the CFTR gene were influencing the CF phenotype
when I148T was present, we sequenced the coding regions of
the CFTR gene in apparently healthy individuals and CF pa-
tients who were compound heterozygous or homozygous for
I148T. Here we show that the variable phenotypes are due to
the occurrence of an in-frame deletion in cis with I148T on
some chromosomes.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Patient samples

From January 1, 1998, to December 31, 2000, carrier or di-
agnostic testing was performed on individuals from various
ethnic backgrounds primarily from the United States. No age
limit was applied when determining the frequency of I148T in
carriers, CF patients, or suspected CF patients. Patients desig-
nated as suspected of having CF were so designated on the basis
of information provided by the physician at the time of testing.
As described below, carriers, CF patients, and suspected CF
patients who carried I148T and a severe mutation were tested
for the 3199del6 allele. Carriers of a single I148T allele were
also tested for 3199del6.

Individuals homozygous for I148T or compound heterozy-
gous for I148T and a severe CF allele were ascertained from
January 1, 1998, to December 1, 2001. They were not selected
on the basis of ethnicity. When carrier testing revealed two CF
alleles, only those individuals older than 18 years of age were
considered apparently healthy adults.

Studies to determine the frequency of 3199del6 in non-CF
chromosomes were performed on anonymized DNA from
Caucasian individuals. The 95 CF patients with one or no iden-
tified CF chromosomes were ascertained from the University
of North Carolina and were of various ethnic backgrounds.

CFTR mutation analysis

Genomic DNA was extracted from peripheral blood lym-
phocytes or buccal cell swabs by Qiagen QIAamp 96 DNA
Blood Kit. All samples were tested for 70 to 87 mutations by a
pooled allele-specific oligonucleotide (ASO) hybridization
method described previously.23,24 Nineteen regions of the
CFTR gene were amplified in two multiplex polymerase chain
reactions (PCRs). The amplified PCR products were immobi-
lized on nylon membrane (ICN, Irvine, CA) and hybridized
with groups of radiolabeled ASO probes. Individual mutation
identification of pool positive samples was made by individual
ASO hybridization to normal and mutant alleles.

Sequence analysis

To search for additional sequence changes in individuals who
carried the I148T allele, coding exons of the CFTR gene were se-

quenced by single PCR amplifications spanning each exon fol-
lowed by BigDye terminator cycle sequencing. An ABI 310 auto-
mated sequencer was used to analyze the cycle sequencing
products. The entire CFTR coding region and intron–exon
boundaries were sequenced in one patient (patient 20).

Intron 8 polythymidine [poly(T)] tract analysis was per-
formed by sequencing or by PCR amplification of a 560-bp
region surrounding the polymorphic tract followed by ASO
hybridization with probes specific to the 5, 7, or 9T alleles.

Analysis for the 3199del6 sequence change

Analysis of samples for 3199del6 was initially performed by
PCR amplification of exon 17a followed by BigDye terminator
cycle sequencing. An ABI 310 automated sequencer was used
to analyze the cycle sequencing products. To analyze addi-
tional samples, a higher throughput denaturing high-perfor-
mance liquid chromatography (DHPLC) method was devel-
oped and validated. Rapid analysis for the 3199del6 mutation
was performed by PCR amplification of a 253-bp region flank-
ing exon 17a followed by DHPLC analysis on Varian Prostar
Helix. At a mobile phase gradient of 45% B to 68% B and a
running temperature of 50°C, the deletion was resolved as an
additional peak running approximately 17 seconds ahead of
the normal allele. The B mobile phase consisted of 100 mM
triethylammonium acetate (TEAA), pH 7, 0.1 mM EDTA, 25%
acetonitrile. The A mobile phase consisted of 100 mM TEAA,
pH 7, 0.1 mM EDTA.

Statistical analysis

The difference between the frequency of 3199del6 in appar-
ently healthy adult individuals compared with the frequency in
those with a known or suspected diagnosis of CF was tested by
the Fisher exact test. A P value of � 0.05 was considered to
indicate statistical significance.

RESULTS
Frequency of I148T in carriers, CF patients, and suspected CF
patients

Carrier testing of 42,784 individuals without a family history
of CF identified 1,754 individuals who carried one mutation
(carrier frequency approximately 1/24). One hundred thirteen
of the identified mutations were I148T (6.4%). Diagnostic test-
ing of 4,318 individuals with a clinical diagnosis of CF identi-
fied 7,306 mutations. However, only 6 (0.06%) of the affected
CF chromosomes were I148T. This represents a 106-fold dif-
ference in frequency of I148T between the carrier and affected
groups. In a group of 10,231 patients referred for testing due to
a suspected diagnosis of CF, 1.1% of the identified CF chromo-
somes were I148T.

CFTR analysis of apparently healthy individuals and CF patients
with the I148T allele

Carrier testing identified seven compound heterozygotes
(�F508/I148T) and one I148T homozygote who were appar-
ently unaffected with CF (Table 1). At the time of testing, they
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were 21 to 56 years of age. The presence of the I148T and
�F508 on the same chromosome was ruled out in two individ-
uals by genotyping of additional family members.

Diagnostic testing of individuals affected with CF, or sus-
pected of having CF, identified eight individuals who were
compound heterozygous for a severe mutation (�F508,
N1303K, or Q890X) and I148T (Table 2). At the time of test-
ing, they were �1 year to 20 years of age. Because of the notably
different phenotypes in individuals with similar genotypes, we
sequenced regions of the CFTR gene from both healthy and
affected individuals to determine whether an intragenic
change was influencing the phenotype.

Analysis of the intron 8 polythymidine tract determined that
there was no significant difference in the poly(T) background
of the I148T chromosomes between the healthy and affected
groups (Tables 1 and 2). The I148T allele appears to occur most
frequently on a 9T chromosomal background. In two individ-
uals (nos. 38 and 41) who carried a 7T and a 9T, it was not
possible to determine phase. However, in individual 38 it is
most likely that the �F508 is on the 9T chromosome and the
I148T is on the 7T chromosome.7

Analysis of additional CFTR exons from healthy and af-
fected patients identified a 6-bp deletion at nucleotide 3199 in
some individuals. The deletion is in-frame and results in loss of

an isoleucine and a valine at positions 1023 and 1024 of exon
17a. This exon is part of the 10th transmembrane segment
(TM) of the second membrane spanning domain (MSD2).
Seven of the eight individuals with a diagnosis of CF, or sus-
pected of having CF, carried the deletion (Table 2). Individual
20, who did not carry the deletion, was 5 years old at the time of
testing and was suspected of having CF. Follow-up with the
physician indicated that the patient had normal sweat chloride
concentrations and good pulmonary function; symptoms of
asthma and intermittent respiratory infections were treated
with oral antibiotics. Loose stools were resolved with enzyme
supplementation. The patient is without Pseudomonas aerugi-
nosa infection. Sequencing of all exons did not identify any
CFTR mutations in addition to I148T and �F508. None of the
eight apparently healthy individuals (�F508/I148T or I148T/
I148T) carried the deletion. The frequency of 3199del6 in in-
dividuals who are compound heterozygous or homozygous for
I148T and not affected with CF versus those who are affected
with or suspected of having CF is significantly different (P �
0.0014 by Fisher exact test).

Analysis of 3199del6 on other chromosomal backgrounds

Inasmuch as one individual in the healthy group is pre-
sumed to carry I148T on a 7T chromosomal background, we

Table 1
3199del6 analysis in apparently healthy adult individuals compound heterozygous or homozygous for I148T

Indiv no. Indication for testing Ethnicity Age (yr) Mutation 1 Mutation 2 Intron 8 poly(T) 3199del6

12 Carrier testing w/FH NEC 56 I148T I148T 9, 9 neg

13 Screening NEC 40 �F508 I148T 9, 9 neg

14 Carrier testing w/FH Hispanic 32 �F508 I148T 9, 9 neg

15 Carrier testing w/FH NEC 29 �F508 I148T 9, 9 neg

16 Carrier testing w/FH NEC 21 �F508 I148T 9, 9 neg

23 Screening NEC 34 �F508 I148T 9, 9 neg

38 Carrier testing w/FH NEC, SEC 31 �F508 I148T 7, 9 neg

40 Carrier testing Caucasian 30 �F508 I148T 9, 9 neg

FH, family history; NEC, Northern European Caucasian; SEC, Southern European Caucasian.

Table 2
3199del6 analysis in patients with a known or suspected diagnosis of CF and compound heterozygous for I148T and a severe CF mutation

Indiv no. Indication for testing Ethnicity Age (yr) Mutation 1 Mutation 2 Intron 8 poly(T) 3199del6

17 Suspected CF NEC 4 �F508 I148T 9, 9 pos

18 Suspected CF Caucasian, N. American 1 �F508 I148T 9, 9 pos

19 Affected CF NEC �1 N1303K I148T 9, 9 pos

20 Suspected CF NEC 5 �F508 I148T 9, 9 nega

22 Affected CF NEC 14 �F508 I148T 9, 9 pos

39 Pancreatic steatorrhea NEC 3 �F508 I148T 9, 9 pos

41 Suspected CF Hispanic 10 Q890X I148T 7, 9 pos

42 Affected CF NEC 20 �F508 I148T 9, 9 pos

NEC, Northern European Caucasian.
aNo additional mutations were detected.

I148T haplotypes
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tested 14 individuals who carried one copy of I148T, and who
were homozygous for 7T, for the 3199del6 deletion (Table 3).
From this analysis, the I148T-7T haplotype does not appear to
carry the 3199del6 deletion. Poly(T) analysis of 76 additional
individuals who carried one copy of I148T identified 8 who
were homozygous for 9T and 64 who were compound het-
erozygous for 7T and 9T. The deletion was identified in only 2
individuals, both of whom were 7T/9T. Of those individuals
whose indication for testing was screening, 1 of 55 I148T car-
riers also carried the deletion. Since we did not identify any
individuals who were 5T/5T, we were unable to determine
whether I148T occurs on a 5T background.

To determine whether 3199del6 occurred on CF chromo-
somes without I148T, we analyzed 95 CF patients with one or
no identified CFTR mutations for the deletion. None of these
patients carried the deletion. We also determined that the de-
letion did not occur on 386 non-CF control chromosomes.

DISCUSSION

With the start of population screening for CFTR muta-
tions,20,21 there will be the opportunity to identify mutations
and determine their frequencies in large populations that are
apparently healthy at the time of testing. Disparity in the fre-

quency of mutations in populations affected with CF and
healthy populations suggests that a mutation or variant is not
completely penetrant as a simple autosomal recessive allele.
This was first appreciated when the frequency of R117H in
carriers was observed to be 16-fold higher than the frequency
in CF patients.25 In the ethnically diverse US population re-
ported here, the I148T allele is 100-fold more frequent in car-
riers than in CF patients.

Additional evidence for the variable phenotypic effect of a
mutation is the occurrence of the same putative genotype in
healthy individuals and CF patients. There are now several
published reports of �F508/R117H compound heterozygotes
that are apparently healthy.22,25,26 The R117H mutation was
first identified in 199027 and has been included in most routine
CF genotyping programs, increasing the likelihood that these
individuals would have been detected as large numbers of in-
dividuals were tested. In contrast, while considered a severe
mutation, I148T has not been included in most routine testing.
This has likely limited the detection of healthy carriers of
I148T/�F508 up to this time. In addition, screening of affected
CF populations by allele-specific assays continues to identify
I148T in those with CF. Full analysis of these patients would
have likely identified the 3199del6 mutation or possibly an
additional CF mutation.

The 3199del6 mutation was reported to the CF Consortium
Mutation Database in 1998, and it was noted to occur on the
same chromosome as I148T.28 Our data corroborate this find-
ing since the CF patients with the deletion and I148T also car-
ried one of three different severe CF alleles. One patient who
was suspected of having CF did not carry 3199del6. Further
investigation of the clinical phenotype indicated mild respira-
tory symptoms not exclusive to a diagnosis of CF. As no other
pathogenic changes were identified when the entire gene was
sequenced, it is possible that this patient does not have CF.

The 3199del6 deletion in exon 17a is in-frame and removes
an isoleucine and a valine from the MSD2. There are no reports
of the functional effect of 3199del6 on CFTR function. How-
ever, these two amino acids are conserved in several primates,
but not in the mouse.29 Only the valine is conserved in the
mouse, with the isoleucine replaced by a leucine.18 Screening
95 CF patients for 3199del6 did not identify the deletion, sug-
gesting that it does not occur alone as a CF-causing allele.
However, this relatively small study warrants additional testing
of a larger population. The deletion is apparently a rare allele,
inasmuch as it was identified in only 2 of 90 individuals who
carried one copy of I148T and was not identified in 386
non-CF chromosomes. It appears most likely that 3199del6
arose on a chromosome that carried the I148T mutation, and
thus all chromosomes that have the deletion also have I148T.

With more than 1000 sequence changes identified in theCFTR
gene, some have been shown to occur on the same chromo-
some.1,30 Prediction of the functional and clinical effect of the
single sequence change versus the complex allele will provide a
substantial challenge. For example, the complex allele composed
of R74W and D1270N is known to produce variable phenotypes.
In vitro studies of chloride channel function showed that R74W

Table 3
3199del6 and poly(T) analysis in individuals who carry one copy of I148T

Intron 8
poly (T) Indication for testing

no. of individuals
tested

3199del6
positive

9, 9 Screening 5 0

Carrier testing w/FH 1 0

Echogenic bowel in fetus 1 0

Suspected CF 1 0

7, 9 Screening 41 1

Carrier testing w/FH 5 0

Echogenic bowel in fetus 1 0

Gamete donor 4 0

Suspected CF 8 0

Suspected pancreatitis 3 0

Not provided 2 1

7, 7 Screening 7 0

Carrier testing w/FH 1 0

Gamete donor 3 0

Suspected CF 1 0

Suspected pancreatitis 2 0

5, 9 Screening 2 0

Suspected CF 1 0

5, 7 Carrier testing w/FH 1 0

Total 90 2

FH, family history.
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has little deleterious effect and could be considered a polymor-
phism.31 D1270N has a more substantial effect on chloride chan-
nel function in this model, with the greatest effect observed in the
cells containing the complex allele of R74W � D1270N. When in
combination with a severe allele on the other chromosome,
R74W � D1270N is disease-causing; it was identified in a male
with CBAVD, rhinitis, and recurrent respiratory infections.32

However, it was also detected in a 25-year-old woman whose only
clinical symptom of CF were two positive sweat chloride tests.33 In
addition, genotyping programs that detect alleles of unknown
functional consequence, and unknown population frequency, are
at risk for erroneously reporting two changes in trans that are in
fact a complex allele.

We have now determined that the I148T allele occurs on at least
three chromosomal backgrounds (I148T � 7T, I148T � 9T, and
I148T � 9T � 3199del6) and that only the complex allele, I148T
� 9T � 3199del6, appears to be associated with a classic CF phe-
notype. Our data do not support the occurrence of the deletion
alone; therefore, we cannot assess whether the combination of the
missense mutation and the deletion on the same chromosome is
pathogenic or whether the entire phenotypic effect is due to the
deletion. With the current recommended 25 mutation CF screen-
ing panel in place,20,21 we recommend that an I148T positive re-
sult be followed by reflex testing for the 3199del6 mutation until
the data presented here and from other laboratories are reviewed
by the ACMG/ACOG Committee. The presence of the complex
allele in combination with another severe CF allele confers a CF
phenotype, whereas I148T alone, even when a severe allele is on
the other chromosome, confers no apparent phenotype. Long-
term follow-up studies may be necessary to confidently rule out
an association with I148T alone and single-organ or late-onset
clinical expression.
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